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A result of twelve years of research, The Modern Day Gunslinger was written to meet the needs of

the gun owner, the experienced shooter, those who own a weapon strictly for home and

self-defense, and for the military member who wants to become a better shooter in defense of our

country. Itâ€™s also for the law enforcement of?cer who risks his or her life going against the thugs

of our society, and for anyone interested in learning the defensive and tactical training techniques

from some of the best and most experienced shooters in the world. The shooting skills taught in this

book carry broad application in civilian, law enforcement, and military contexts. Common criminals,

terrorists, assailantsâ€”the enemy and threatâ€”all will ?nd themselves outgunned in the face of a

properly armed and trained gunslinger. Members of the armed services, government and law

enforcement agencies, as well as civilians, will ?nd that the close-range shooting methods

addressed in this book can provide a decisive advantage. An all-encompassing manual that

addresses safety, equipment, tactics, and the best practices for all shooters, The Modern Day

Gunslinger is the most all-encompassing book on shooting ever published. Itâ€™s a book that, in

the words of senior special agent and U.S. government senior weapons and tactics instructor Dick

Conger, â€œwill save lives.â€•
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This review is based upon a response that I had made to another review that closely matches my

feelings about this book.I've been involved in shooting sports for over 30 years to some degree or

another, and bought this book with the intention and hopes of gleaning new information that would

increase my skill set and enjoyment of the sport and hobby, along with practical information in the



area of personal defense.Did this book help meet my expectations? Sort of...The one thing I think

this book is trying to accomplish is an all-encompassing view of handgun use and marksmanship.

Some aspects I felt that were presented well, but others were lacking. Personally I think that one

area that the book succeeded at was breaking down the mechanics of the gunfight itself... meaning

what to expect, typically what kind of range such an incident is likely to occur, terminal ballistics, etc.

It also works through the various pros and cons of the various types of carry, weapon selection, and

so forth. Finally it covers various drills on actual use and practice of handgun marksmanship. While I

would agree with some of the others that there isn't a whole lot of new material covered here, it

never hurts to look at any subject from different perspectives. If I could have left this review here, I

probably would have given the book 4 or 5 stars. HOWEVER...This book does have a few negative

aspects to it as well unfortunately. Some of the other criticisms against this book are that the

material is poorly organized and doesn't seem to follow a logical order. On this I have to agree.

Also, to me it is very clear the author's biases coming through...
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